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Crack Down on Amazon
An antitrust case against the retail behemoth isn’t likely or obvious. But it is
possible—and necessary.
By Chris Sagers

Jeﬀ Bezos, CEO of Amazon, during a meeting of technology executives at Trump Tower
in New York City on Dec. 14.
Drew Angerer/Getty Images

A

mazon is now the most interesting and important problem in American antitrust
law. While it was hardly the ﬁrst step in the ﬁrm’s competitive evolution, Friday’s
breathtaking news that the e-commerce giant will acquire Whole Foods brings into
sharp focus one of the deepest tensions in our antitrust law as it has evolved under 40
years of conservative orthodoxy. Amazon is enormous, and it is apparently rapacious and
remorseless. But at least superﬁcially, it has done nothing in its 20-year life but sell things
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than its
competitors. That is to say that it’s done just the
thing that antitrust law says ﬁrms are supposed to do: It has competed on price and
quality. The law has therefore proven persistently uninterested in its conduct.
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While this new merger must undergo federal antitrust review, the Trump administration is
unlikely to challenge it. The Obama administration probably wouldn’t have either, and
neither would a Clinton administration. That is because, given the state of the law and the
attitude of our judiciary, making a case against this deal will seem very challenging
indeed. Our antitrust law, as it has come to be, is poorly equipped to deal with a company
like Amazon. (Disclosure: Slate is an Amazon aﬃliate; when you click on an Amazon link
from Slate, the magazine gets a cut of the proceeds from whatever you buy.)
Advertisement

To many critics, that antitrust is so helpless in the face of a ﬁrm so big, acquisitive, and
devastating proves how badly it has failed. Its failure, then, reﬂects an even larger tension,
especially on the American left. The struggle is between the haughty pride of our
establishment institutions and their apparent impotence against the power and greed
from which they are supposed to protect us. The fear and resentment of the poisonous
2016 Democratic presidential primary was driven by nothing less.
The better news is that debate over Whole Foods, which seems likely to be pretty lively,
could be a bit of a watershed moment for our competition policy. Ideally, recognition
might emerge that antitrust as it has evolved, including even its general, simple focus on
price competition and protection of consumers, is actually a reasonably tolerable policy. It
generates good outcomes most of the time and could get better yet just with more
vigorous enforcement and popular support. But hopefully we also will see that a ﬁrm like
Amazon embodies some things that are wrong with the policy and that it calls for action.
That action could actually be taken in the Whole Foods case, and it is not even impossible
that the Trump administration might take it. There are a few theories of actionable
anticompetitive harm, even on our existing law, by which the government could bring
challenge. They will require digging more deeply than the superﬁcial story that Amazon
will tell in its own defense, but they won’t require any radical change to the law we’ve got.
The new administration ought to take them seriously.
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antitrust
establishment has been pretty quiet about
Amazon, no doubt because its visible conduct ﬁts awkwardly with current ideas of what
should be illegal. The Whole Foods acquisition could change that, if for no better reason
that it represents a new level of audacity. Though Amazon has acquired hundreds of other
ﬁrms in the past, some big and many controversial, never before has it bought a
signiﬁcant brick-and-mortar operation. Over the years, as its critics have raised
increasingly urgent alarms and elaborated on the ﬁrm’s history of fairly nasty aggression,
what’s angered them most have been Amazon’s tentative forays into terrestrial stores of
its own. They seem to conﬁrm a deliberately predatory, monopolizing strategy: Amazon
kills oﬀ brick-and-mortar retail competition through desperation prices, only to take over
those rivals’ physical presence as soon as they are gone. This new deal is also a big one in
absolute dollars. While Whole Foods is by no means the largest American grocer, and the
deal’s $14 billion purchase price is not the biggest by any stretch, Whole Foods is among
the larger chains in an industry worth upward of a trillion dollars per year. And of course,
unlike any of Amazon’s prior targets, Whole Foods is among the best-known names in
American retail.
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But still, an antitrust challenge is quite unlikely. Nowadays, the federal antitrust agencies
almost never challenge mergers unless they are “horizontal”—between head-to-head
competitors—and they cause very high levels of concentration. This merger is only barely
horizontal. The ﬁrms’ only overlapping business is online grocery, which so far remains a
vanishingly small share of overall grocery. Even if (as seems unlikely) a court found there
to be a legally relevant market consisting only of online grocery sales, no serious
challenge would be likely. Amazon is a big player in that small space, but Whole Foods is
small within it, and there are plenty of other would-be players.
Moreover, Amazon will tell a seemingly plausible story to regulators and courts—that it
only means to buy a troubled ﬁrm in need of a boost and only to support its entry in a
space that it could not successfully enter on its own. Amazon has been trying to get a
foothold in grocery for a decade, but its only real success has been in England, where it
has partnered with the traditional grocer Morrisons.
Meanwhile Whole Foods has been stuck in a yearslong doldrums and this year came
under dire pressure from Wall Street. Vigorous challenge from mainstream chains and
superstores led to a loss of nearly half the ﬁrm’s share value over just a few years. Then,
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And yet there is a better way to characterize this deal and at least two good angles for
legal attack. Though many Amazon critics fear it calls for some new, reconceptualized
antitrust law, it actually seems nicely telling that existing law could deal with the Whole
Foods acquisition and with Amazon’s behavior more generally, so long as certain
established theories are taken seriously. (Such an approach is also much more politically
plausible right now than any holistic, revolutionary change in the underlying law.)
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First is the argument that Amazon will acquire Whole Foods mainly to kill oﬀ an online
grocery rival—not now but in the future. This argument would take the deal not so much
as “horizontal” and so would begin at a disadvantage. But antitrust protects “dynamic” as
well as static competition, and mergers are illegal where they will thwart technological or
other developments that pose future competition. Amazon has a history of such
maneuvers, as in its notorious, bare-knuckled acquisitions of Zappos and Diapers.com, as
well as dozens of smaller acquisitions of otherwise threatening startups. While online
grocery is now small, the industry plainly expects it to grow, and while there are currently
several would-be entrants, there are speciﬁc reasons to expect that this combination will
make their futures very, very bleak.
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relevant,
markets have already indicated their
conﬁdence in some such anticompetitive outcome. On Friday’s announcement, Amazon’s
share price rose. That likely doesn’t reﬂect investor expectation of eﬃciency-enhancing
integration, because no investors really believe in such things. Wall Street so cynically
discounts the motives of executives setting up mergers—something like 70 percent of
which fail—that acquiring ﬁrms’ shares usually fall when deals are announced. When the
acquiring ﬁrm’s stock goes up, instead, investors must expect something proﬁtable, and
it’s very unlikely they’re just buying the sing-song synergy promises that every CEO
makes for every deal.)
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Better yet, a second theory would challenge Amazon’s conduct overall. A range of its
particular actions over a few decades potentially makes out a claim, even under our
current antitrust law, of illegal monopolization (in technical terms, a claim under Section 2
of the Sherman Act, rather than a merger challenge under Section 7 of the Clayton Act).
The claim would be that this new acquisition and a series of prior acquisitions and other
actions have delivered a market position in which Amazon is such a powerful buyer that it
can force its suppliers to sell at subcompetitive prices. While monopsony claims are rare
and diﬃcult to bring, Amazon is no ordinary antitrust defendant. To prove the claim, the
government could ﬁrst show that Amazon has very large shares of sales in speciﬁc
products and that those shares reﬂect actual market power because Amazon has
acquired truly, historically unique economies of scope that no retail entrant could
meaningfully challenge. The government could then show that these shares were
acquired not by healthy, price-competitive vigor (in which case they would not be illegal).
Rather, they were gotten through a series of acquisitions that may not have been
individually illegal but in combination were monopolistic and by other exclusionary acts.
A variety of the latter are well-documented, as, for example, Amazon’s use of its Amazon
Marketplace platform to gather analytics on its Marketplace partners, then to enter their
markets while using its data advantage and crushing terms to overtake the space.
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leadership
is not yet in place, his team appears most
likely to consist of well-seasoned lawyer’s lawyers with sterling credentials in antitrust
(speciﬁcally, Makan Delrahim and, as it is rumored, Joseph Simons). That they are also
very conservative does not mean they won’t bring important cases, and this could be one.
And the signiﬁcance of it could not be overstated, not only because of Amazon’s own size
and danger but for the broader revitalization it would bring to this crucial policy.
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One more thing
Since Donald Trump entered the White House, Slate has stepped up our politics coverage—bringing
you news and opinion from writers like Jamelle Bouie and Dahlia Lithwick. We’re covering the
administration’s immigration crackdown, the rollback of environmental protections, the eﬀorts of the
resistance, and more.
Our work is more urgent than ever and is reaching more readers—but online advertising revenues
don’t fully cover our costs, and we don’t have print subscribers to help keep us aﬂoat. So we need
your help.
If you think Slate’s work matters, become a Slate Plus member. You’ll get exclusive members-only
content and a suite of great beneﬁts—and you’ll help secure Slate’s future.
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Why in the World Would You Pay All Cash for a Golf
Course?
By Henry Grabar
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